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A THERMODYNAMIC STUDY OF THE TURBINE-PROPELLER ENGINE I
By BENJAMIN PINKEL and Immci M. KAEP
SUMMARY
Z@utti and chart~ are prewnied for comjyding the
thrwt, th4 power ald~, the fuel consumption, and Gdt.er
penjformana parameters of a. tu.rbine-popeller engine far any
given set of operating conditiom and comp& e~.
Inclwded are the e$eak of the pressure los8eain the inlet dwci
and the combwtion chamber, the cariution of ihe phytil
properties oj the gm as it paws through the q@em, and f?w
change in 7nas8jkw of the gm by the addiiion of fuel.
In order to Wu.strate some of the turbine-propetler-system
performance characten%tti, the total ttit h0r8epower per
unit mass rate of air jlow and the speci$c fuel cmwumpttin
are prewnted for a wide range of j?igti and engine-d.emjn
operaiing conditthw and a given set of design compo-nenl
e~ia.ciec.
The perfonnan~ of a turbine-propeller engine containing a
matchedset of components ix presentedfor a range of engine
OfXiWti~ condiiwns. The inj?uence oj the c?wracferk!i.mi
of the individual components on o~-design-point perfmnana
h 8hown.
The jlxcibdity of operation of two turbine-propeller engines
is dit%x+wed;one engine hm a dioided turbine ey~em in which
t]lc? -first turbine drive-so?dy the compr&80r and the second
turbine independently dtive8 the propeUer, and the other en.ghw
hus a conn+wtedturbine qstem which drivtx boththe compr~80r
and the Propel&r.
INTRODUCTION
Various thermodynamic analyses have been prepared for
the purpose of studying the many aspects of the performance
of turbine-propeller engines. The charts presented in
reference 1, for example, permit step-by-step calculation.
of the turbine-propeller cycle; also presented therein are
some performance chamct eristics of the basic turbine-
propeller system and systems incorporating intercooling,
reheat, rmd regeneration at desigg-point conditions. Refer-
ence 2 presentsa general comparison of part-load performance
characteristics of a large variety of both simple and complex
turbine-propeller-engine configurations. It also discusses
briefly the way in which component charactwistics ailect
tho efficiency of each engine and limit the parkload operation
of each engine.
In the present report, charts [developed from an extension
of the arialysis given in ref. 3) are presented which permit
detmmination of the performance parameters of the engine
directly from component efficienciesand operating conditions.
These charts oliminak much of the step-by-step cycle
calculation and apply particularly when the engine over-all
performance rather than the details of the cycle is of major
interest. Jn order to illustrate some of the turbine-propder-
engine design-point performance characteristics, the thrust
horsepower per unit mass rate of air flow and specific fuel
consumption are presented for. a wide range of design
combustion-chamber-outlet temperatures and compressor
pressure ratios. These results are presented for constant ~m-
ponent efficiencies and a range of flight speeds and altitude
conditions.
The report &o presents a detailed discussion of the
off-design-point performance of two turbine-propeller-engiqe
configurations each having a given set of components. The
performance of a given turbine-propellw engine is a complex
function bf the individual characteristics of the compressor,
the turbine, and the propeller. The limitations in operating
range and performance imposed by these oomponent charac-
teristics, the interrelation between components, some of the
problems involved in matching the components, and the
method for evaluating and presenting engine performance
are discussed for the two engine configurations. (he
engine has a divided turbine system consisting of two inde-
pendent turbines; the first turbine drives the compressor
and the second turbine drives the propellw through reduc-
tion gears. The other engine has the two turbines connected
to provide a single rotating system. The fletibfi~ in
operation provided by a variable-area exhaust nozzle is also
discussed for both configurations. This analysis TWMmade
at the NACA Lewis laboratory.
SYMBOLS
The significance of the symbols appmring in the charts
and in the subsequent discussion is as follows:
An effective exhaustaozzle area, sq ft @’or isen-
tropic expansion in exhaust nozzle, flow
through area A. is equal to actual mass flow
through nozzle.)
a correction factor that accounts for total-pressure-
hop in inlet diffuser
b correction factor that accounts for total-pressure
drop in combustion chamber
c correction factor that accounts for difference in
physical properties of hot exhaust gases and
cold air, involved in computation of work
from expansion process
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propeller power coefficient, equal to
550 hpr.lmW~,
velocity coefficient of exhaust nozzle
specific .heat of air at constant pressure at
t,=519° R, 7.73 @tu/sing)/”F
average specfic heat at constant pressure of
exhaust gases during expansion process, (Btu/
slug)/°F (This term, when used with temper-
ature change accompanying expansion, gives
change in enthalpy per unit mass.)
propeller diameter, ft
total thrust, lb
net thrust produced by exhaust jet, lb
thrust produced by propeller, lb
fuel-air ratio
lower heating value of fuel, Btu~b
compressor-shaft horsepower input
propeller-shaft horsepower input equal to excess
of turbine horsepower output over compressor
horsepower input
total turbine-shaft horsepower output
turbine-shaft homepower output of first turbine
mechanical equivslen’t of heat, 778 ft-lb/Btu
comprwor slip factor, 55o hpJMaUc2 .
mass rate of air flow, slug/see
masa rate of gas flow through turbine, slug/sec
propeller rotational speed, rps
total pressure at compressor iqlet, lb~ ft abs
total pressure at compressor outlet, lb/sq ft abs
total pressureat inlet to iirst turbine, lb/sq ft abs
total pressure at outlet of fit turbine, lb/sq ft
abs
total pressure at outlet of second turbine, lb/sq
ft abs
ambientistatic-air pressure, lb/sq ft abs
static preswe at outlet of first turbine, lb/sq f t
abs
static pressure &toutlet of second turbine, lb/sq
ft abs
drop in total pressurethrough inlet duct, lb/sq ft
drop in total pressurethrough combustion cham-
ber, lb/sq ft
ratio of drop in total pressure in combustion
chamber to total pressure at ccmpreswr out-
let, AP2/P,
compressor-inlet total temperature, ‘R
compresscwmtlet toti temperature, ‘R
combustion-ohamber+utlet total temperature,
“R
total temperature at outlet of &-at turbine, ‘R
ambien~air temperature, ‘R
total thrust horsepower produced by engind
net thrust horsepower produced by exhaust jet
thrust horsepower produced by propeller
compressor tip speed, ft/sec
Uc ~
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turbine blade speed (measured at turbine pitoh
line) of first turbine, ft/sec
turbine blade speed of second turbine, ft/sec
jet velocity, ft/sec
jet velocity giving optimum distribution of wail-
able power to p;opeller rmd exhaust-nozzle
jet, ft/sec
theoretical turbine-nozzle jet velocity of fkwt
turbine oerresponding to isentropic expansion
of gas horn turbine-inlet total pressure and
temperature to turbine-outlet static pressure,
ft/sec-
theoretics.1turbine-nozzle jet velocity of second
turbine, ft/sec .
airplane velocity, ft/sec
&al component of gas velocity at first turbine
outlet, ftlsec
axial component of gas velogity at second tur-
bine outlet, ft/sec
&eight flow of fuel, lb/hr
ratio of compremor pretiure ratio, Pa/PI to
(P,/P,)r.f
factor equal to ratio of ram temperature rim to
ambient-air temperature,”T?j/2JcP,ch
factor equal to ~/2Jcp,.h
factor equal to 550 hp,/MJcP,ak
factor equal to propeller thrust produaod
divided by excess of turbine horsepower out-
put over compressor horsepower input, lb/hp
ratio of spec%c heats of air, 1.4
average value of ratio of specific heats of exhaust
gas during expansion
ratio of total preesnre at any point being con-
sidered to standard sea-level pressure of 2116
lb/sq ft, that is, &= P1/2116, 64=P4/2116, and
so forth
correction factor that accounts for over-all
effects produced by secondary vnrkbles,
e=l —a—~+c
combustion efficiency equal to ideal fuel-air ratio
required to obtnin temperature rise in com-
bustion chamber from T, to T4 divided by
actual fukl-air ratio
compressor adiabatic eEciency equal to ~ideal
power required in adiabatically compressing
air from comprwor-irdet total temperature
and pressure to compressor-outlet total pres-
sure divided by compressor-shaft power
compressor polytropic efficiency equal to loga-
rithm of actual pressure “ratio divided by
logarithm of isentiopic pressure ratio that
corresponds to actual temperature ratio
propeller eficiency equal to thrust horaopower
developed by propeller divided by excess of
total turbine power over compressor power.
This definition includes bearing, gear, rmd
acceeaory power losses as well as propeller
losses.
.
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over-all turbine total .@iciency of turbine sys-
tem equal to enlme turbine-shaft power
divided by ideal power of gas jet expanding
adiabatically from inlet total pi%esure and
temperature of tit turbine to outlet static
pressure of second turbine less kinetic power
corresponding to average axial velocity of gas
at second turbine outlet
turbine total efficiency of first turbine
turbine total efficiency of second turbine
over-all turbine-shaft efficiency of turbine eys-
tem equal to entire turbine-shaft power
divided by ideal power of gas jet expanding
adiabatically from inlet total pressure and
temperature of first turbine to turbine-outlet
static pressure of second turbine
turbine-shaft efficiency of first turbine
turbine-shaft efficiency of second turbine
ratio of total temperature at any point being
considered to standard sea-level temperature
of 519° R, that is, 61= T1/519, o’= T4/519,
and so forth
Po density of ambient air, slug/cu ft
ANALYSIS
A schematic diagrnm of the turbine-propeller engine con-
sidered is shown in figure 1. Air enters the inlet duct and
passes to the compressor inlet. Part of the dynamic pres-
sure of the free-air stream is converted into static pressure
at the compressor inlet by the diffusing action of the inlet
duct. The air is further compressed in passing through the
compressor and enters the combustion chamber where fuel
is injected and burned. The products of combustion then
pass through the turbine nozzles and blades, where an
appreciable drop in pressure occurs, and finally are dis-
charged rwwardly through the exhaust noz.@e to provide
jet thrust, The turbine show-nin figure 1 may consist of a
single turbine driving both the compressor and the propel-
ler or a combination of two turbines, one driving the com-
pressor and another driving the propeller. When engine
performance is evaluated by &ark, the combination of the
two turbines is considered as a single turbine havihg the
combmed power output and over-all turbine efficiency of
the two.
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The variabks tiecting the performance are divided into
n primary group and a secondary group. “
The primary group of vmiables is:
Exhaust-nozzle velocity coefficient, which includes losses
in tail pipe, C,
Compressor total-preswre-ratio, P,/PI
Combustion-chamber-cutlet total temperature, T,
Ambient-air temperature, G
Jet veloci@, V,
Airplane velocity, T’.
Ratiq of propeller thrust produced to propellerahaft
horsepower input, a
Burner efficiency, q~
Compressor adiabatic efficiency, qc
Propeller efficienq, which includes losses in reduction
g-, q,
Turbine total efficiency, q,
The secondary group is:
Ratio of total-pressure drop through inlet duct to
ccmprexwor-irdettotal pressure, AP~Pl
Ratio of total-pressure drop through combustion cham-
ber to compressor-cutlet total pressure, APJP2
Effect of d.iflerencebetween physical properties of cold
air and hot exhaust gases during expansion prcc-
esses. (Effect of change in specific heat of gas during
,otherprocews is included ‘in chartk)
Charts are presented from which the propeller-thrust
hore&power, the propeller thrust, and the fuel-air ratio can
be evaluated for various combinations of deeign-p@nt operat-
ing conditions The equations from which the. charts are
prepared are derived in appendix A and are listed in appen-
dix B.. Some of the following equations used in combina-
tion’ with the charts give the performance of the turbine-
propeller system.
The total thrust of the engine is the sum of the propeller
thrust and the jet -t.
The jet thrust, when the effect of the added f&l is neg-
lected, is giV~ by
. F,=M=(V,–v(l) (la)
When the effect of added fuel is included, the jet thrust is
givemby ‘
F,=Ma(v,–VJ+$M=V, (lb)
The thrust horsepower of the jet is expressed as
Fjvo”
thp,=~ (2)
The thrust homepower produced by the propeller (which
includes the effect of added fuel) is given by
L-G. Jc,,.6thpp=
[
T4 Y+llCz
550 “(l+fl ; ‘ l+ Y+qz–
wh(Hf)_~
2QJcP,& 1 (3)
and can be evaluated from the charts.
The total thrust horsepower of the engine is the sum of
the jet-thrust horsepower and propeller-thrust horsepower.
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For the engine operating at a given set of conditions, an
optimum division of power between the exhaust jet and the
propeller exists for which the total thrust horsepower and
efficiency of the system me maximum The jet velocity for
this optimum condition is given very cloicily by
(4a)
This expression is derived in appendix A. The jet veloc-
ity can vary appreciably from this optimum value with only
a small effect on the total thrust horsepower and engine
cficiency.
At zero flight speed (VO=O and qP=O) the expression for
T7j,.pt is indeterminate. When the factor a is introduced
where a is the pounds of thrust produced by the propeller
per propeller-shaft horsepower input, the expression for
T~j,,P~becomes
5500vj,op,=--# (4b)
The thrust developed by the propeller at any plane speed
VO(VO# O) is obtained from the propeller-thrust horsepower
by the equation
F,=thp, ~ (5)
For the case of VO=O, the factor FP/CYis determined from
tho charts.
The compressor-shaft horsepower is given by
hp.= MatJcv&Z/560=5675MaZk/519 (6)
Tho comprwor-idet total temperature is
T,= G(l+Y) (7)
The turbine-shaft horsepower is
(8a)
At zero flight speed (thpP=O and 7,=0), the turbine
power is
hp,=~+hpe (8b)
The fuel consum@ion per unit mass rate of air flow is
determined from the fuel-air ratio by the relation
W,/M==116,900f (9)
DISCUSSION OF CHARTS
By means of equations (I.) to (9) and the c~ves of figures 2
to 7, the performance of the turbine-propeller engine can be
readdy evaluated. The curves are presented in a form that
shows the effects of the variables on performance. In
figures 2 to 4 are shown curves for evaluating some of the
prinmry pmameters that are used in the principal per-
formance chart (fig. 5) from which the thrust horsepower of
tlm propeller is determined. The fuel-air ratio is evaluated
with the use of figu.rea6 and 7.
Clurves for obtaining the flight Mach number, the
compressor-inlet total pressure, and the factor Y for various
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values of the factor Volm are shown in fi=we 2 (a).
Values of Y, plotted against the factor Vflm me shown
in figure 2 (b).
The value of q which accounts for the effect of the second-
ary group of variables, is obtained from figure 3. The
quantity c is given by the relation
e=l-%—i+c
Correction a, which gives the effect of total-pressure drop
through the iqlet duct Apd, is shown in figure 3 (a). Cor-
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rection 6, which measures the effect of total-pressure drop
through the combustion chamber APZ,is introduced in figure
3 (b). Correction c, which corrects for the dHerence be-
tween the physical properties of the hot exhaust gases and
the cold air involved in the computation of the expansion
processes through the turbine and exhaust nozzIe, is given
in figure 3 (c). In general, the value of e is close to unity
and can be taken as equal to unity when a rapid approxima-
tion is desired.
The compressor total-pressure mtio is plotted against the
quantity %2/(1+ Y) in figure 4. The compres90r-shaft
horsepower is computed from equation (6) and the value of Z.
The effect of the variation in speoific heat of air during com-
pression is neglected in this plot; the maximum error in Z
introduced is about 1 percent for the range of compressor
pressure ratios shown in figure 4 and for compressor-inlet
temperatures up to 550° R.
The value of (PS/PJ,,f plotted ‘igainst the factor
T, 1 ‘.
()‘“q” T l+Y
IS also shown in figure 4. &e quantity
(P@,),.~ is usehil in that it is the compressor pressure iatio
for maximum power per unit masq rate of air flow for any
given values of T07,cT~h and Y, provided that the chzmge
in component efhciencies and ~ with change in pressure
ratio is negligible. When the chkge in e with PJP, is
appreciable, (PJP& dMers somewhat horn the compressor
pressure ratio giving maximum power per unit maw rate of
air flow. Even in this W; the power per unit mass rate of
air flow corresponding to (Pa/Pl),6~is
percent of the true maximum. The
pressure ratio PJPl divided by the
defies the value of X used in figure 5.
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The curves in figure 5 are used to determine the propellw-
of the parameters q.q tcTJ&, (W JG?)Yj— Y, and X or I/X.
When X is less than unity, the value of l/X is umd; the
reason is apparent from an examination of equ~tion (A34)
(see appendix B) for @e 5. Corresponding to the values
of 7.7~T~tOand X or 11X, a point on the right-hand set of
curves is determined; then progressing horizontally across
the chart to the desired value of (q,q~/~) Yj— Y, n sec-
ond point is located. Moving from this second point
parallel to the left-hamd set of direction lines until the
(TMd@Yj-Y=O line is intercepted, the value of the
propeller-thrust-horsepower factor or propeller-shrift-home-
power factor is then read at the intercept.
The compressor-outlet total temperature Tzplott3d against
the factor G(1+ Y+.Z) is shown in figure 6. This curve in-
cludes the variation in specific heat of air during compression
and was computed from reference 4. The variation in spe-
ciiic heat is accoimted for in this case; whereas it is neglected
in figure 4, because the error introduced in the evaluation of
the temperature rise during comprwion by the assumption
of a constant value of specfic heat is greater than the error
introduced by the same assumption in the evaluation of the
compressor power.
The fuel-air-ratio factor T,j is plotted in figure 7 against
T4– Ta (total-temperature rise in combustion chamber) for
various values of T,. These curves are based on information
given in reference 5 and are for a fuel having a lower heating
value h of 18,900 Btu per pound and a hydrogen-rbon ratio
of 0.185. For fuels having other valuea of h, the value of j
given in iigure 7 is corrected accurately by multiplying it by
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the factor 18,900/h. The eilect of hydrogen-carbon ratio of
fuel on j is generally small; and, for a range of hydrogen-
cmbon ratios from 0.16 to 0.21, the error due to the deviation
from the value of 0.185 is less tlmn 0.5 percent. The fuel
consumption per unit mass rate of air flow is obtained horn
the valuo of ~ and equation (9).
b the precediog discussion of the charts, the eilect of the
mass of injected fuel was not mentioned. It is sliown in
appendix A that the effect of the added fuel oan be taken
into wcount by substituting the produot of turbine total
efficiency q~ and (1+j) for the value of qf in the charts. This
T, 1 ‘
()
adjustment occurs in @we 4 in the faotor ~cqte— —h l+Y
(which is used in determining (PJPI),*7) and in the factora
wt~T#o ~d (wt/@) Yj— Y of figure 5. The value of the
jet-thrust horsepower is evaluated from the jet velocity by
means of equations (lb) and (2). Equations (4a) and (4b),
which are used to determhe the optimum jet velocity, do
not require this adjustment in the value of q~.
EXAMPLESOF USE OF CHARTS
As an example of the use of flgurea2,4, and 5 and equations
(1) and (2) for a rapid approximate computation of the thrust
horsepower per unit mass rate of air flow thp/lla, a ease is
considered in which the followiug conditions are given:
,
to(l+Y+.Z), ‘R
Fmum &-0h8rt for dotardnlng 7J fm variousvaluesof MI+Y+2).
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Ckmpresaoradiabatic efficiency, q-------------------------- O.80
Turbine tctal efficiency, q(-------------------------------- O.90
Pm@ereffioienoy, q=------------------------------------ 0.85
Efiw&nozzle velooi@ meffioient, C----------------------- 0.96
*knevelocity,VO,ft/*a ------------------------------- 733
Jetvelwity,V~,ft/m ------------------------------------ 1000
~mp-rp*w mtio, PJP,--------------------------- 6
Ambient-airtemperature,& OR---------------------------- 519
Combustion-ohamber+utlet temperature, Z’,,”R------------- 1960
I?romthe assumption that eis equal to l,thp/l&isthen
evaluated with these given quantities a.sfollows:
vom,ft/mo ------------------------------------------ 733
Y(fmm~. 2 (a))---------------------------------------- 0.086
VimR/seo ------------------------------------------ 1000
Yj(fmm @. 2 @))--------------------------------------- 0.160
V.VCCWb ------------------------------------------------ 2.719(–)T, 1 z~“~tez l+Y ----------------------------------------- 2.305
(PJPJ,~( timfig.4 )------------------------------------ 4.31
x-(PJPJ/(PJPJr,f ------------------------------------- 1.39
(qcqJc) Y,- Y------------------------------------------- 0.039
‘h~~q051g,hp/(sIug/tea) (fimfig. 5)-----------------------
Ma W. b
2085
tip~Na,hp/(sl~/wo)------:----------------------------- 2215
thpj/M.,hp/(slug/see) (from eqs. (l) and (2)) ---------------- 355
tip/3f.,hp/(8lu~@o)------------------------------------- 2570
Theuseoffigures2 to7 and equations (1) to (9), which
permit evaluation ofsuchperformance values as compressor-
shaft power, fuel consumption, thrust horsepower, and
specific fuel consumption with ahigh dqqee of accuracy, is
illustrated in detail in the following example. The eflects
of the secondary parameter axe now accurately evaluated
and the method of accounting for added fuel mass is also
shown. The example is based on the engine having the
following design conditions:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(lo)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(lomprc=csoradiabati oeffioiency,q.--------___-------_
Turbine total efficiency, q:---------------------------
~mbtioneffloidncy,~b ----------------------------
Propeller efficiency, q--------------------------------
Exhauat-nozzlevelocity coefficient, C,-----------------
Airplanevelocity, V%ft/m --------------------------
Jet velocity, ~rf,fi/w -------------------------------
Compresx total—pressureratio, “PJP1-----------_-----
Ambientkr temperatam, b, OR---_ -----------: ------
Combustiondmmber+utlet total temperature, T,, OR---
Ambient-airprwwre ,pq b/~h.-----------------__-
Total-pmwure &opt hroughi nletduc&f la, lb/sq in----
Total-pmwure drop through combustion chamber, AP%,
lb/sq b------------------------------------------
Lower heating value of fuel, h, Btu/lb-----------------
DEl!ERMINATIONOF PANDFLIGHT MAOHNUMWSR
From items (6) and (9):
(15) V=, fi/wa-------------------------------------
O.80
0.90
a 97
0.85
a 96
733
1000
6
519
1960.
147
Cl25
1.5
18,500
733
hm item (15) and figure 2 (a):
(16) Y-------------------------------------------------- CL086
(17) Fti@thhch number--------------------------------- C166
DETERMINATION OF Z AND hpJM.
Item (8) read on figure 4 determines
(18) q&/(1 +~----------------------------------------- 0.669
Fromitems (18), (16), and(l): -
(19) z-------------------------------------------------- a908
.
Using items (19) and (9)in equation (6) gives
(20) ~pJM., hp/(du~wo)--------------------------------- 5163
DETER=ATION OF fAND IVJ/Ma
Fromiterns (9), (16), and (19):
(21) b(l+Y+~, OR-------------------: ----------------- 1036
From item (21) read on iigure 6:
(22) T,,yR-------------------------------------------- 10Z5
From items (22) and (10):
(23) T,– T,, O~---------------------------------------- 036
Fromitems (23) and(lO) and figure7:
(24) ~~--------_-----------------:---------------------O.Ol372
ItemE (24) and(3) give
(2q f------------------------------------------------ 0,01414
Because the lower heating value of the fuel is equal to 18,600
Btu per pound (item (14)), itbm (25) must be multiplied by
the factor 18,900/18,500, and the adjusted vtdue is
(26) f--------------------------------------------?---- 0.01445
Using item (26} in equation (9) gives
(27) Wj/M., ~b@r)/(du~mu)----------------------------- 1676
DETERMINATION OF FAOTOR c
From items (11), {12), and (13):
(28) &d~----------_---------------------j------------ 0,017
(29) @~P,---------_--< --------------------------------- 0.10
From ilgure.2 and item (15):
(30) (Pl+tid)/~---------------------------------------- 1.336
and using item (28) with item (30) gives
(31) P,/P,----------------------------------------------- L318
Using items (31) and(8) yields
(32) PJ~----------------------------------------------- 7.91
From items (28) and (31):
(33) @JP,--------------------------------------------- 0.013
whereas from items (29) and (32):
(34) &JP*--------------------------------------------- 0,013
From ite~ (16) and (18):
(35) Y+~.Z --------------------------------------------- 0.812
Items (33) and(35)infigure3 (a) give
(36) a--_ --------r -------------------------------------- 0,006
while items’ (34) and (35) in figure 3 (b) give
(37) ~-------------------------------------------------- 0,006
Whenitems(lO), (26), and(32) areused in figure 3(c),
(38) c-------------------------------------------------- 0.035
Fromitems (36), (37), and (38):
(39) ~=l–o. oo5–o. oo5+ao35-------------------------- 1.026
DETERMINATION OF (1’a/PI),,/ANDX
Using items(l), (2), (39), (10), (9), nnd (16) gives
()(40)7c& ~Y ’------------------------------------ 2.363
Fromitem(40) read onhgure4:
(4l),(PdP]),,~------------------------------------------- 460
Fr~mitam(8) and (41) and thedef3n.ition of theparamoter
(42) i-------------------------------------------------, 1.333
DETER~ATIONOF thp/M., SPECIFICFURL CONSUMPTION, AND
OTHER PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
Uaing iteros (l), (2), (39), (10), and(9) gives
(~) V.T,,T,/k-------------------------------------------- 2.787
From items (7) and (9):
(44) V_~fi/8eo ------------------------------------- 1000
and from item (44) read on figure2 (b):
(45) Y,------------------------------------------------- 0,160
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From items (l), (2), (5), (45), and (16):
(46)~,miY,l~---------------------------------------------- O.039
.- .. .. .
&om items (46), (43), and (42), read on figure 5:
‘ippq” 519 hp/(slug/ma) --------T----------------l---(4~K~r
The thrust horsepower per unit mass rate of air flow
developed by the propeller is obtained by using items
(47), (l), (4), and (9):
(4S)tltpdMa,hp/(sl~/wc)--------------------------------
Items (48) and (6) are substitukd in equation (5); the
thrust per unit mass rate of air flow developed by the
propeller is
(49) FJdfa, lb/(d@ma)------_ -:-------y -----------------
Using items (6) and (7) in equation (la) gives
l (60) F,/Ma,lb/(slug/=)----------------------------------
and then items (50) and (6) in equation (2) give
(51) fhp,lfifa,hp/(slu~wo)--------------------------------
Now, from items (48) and (51):
(52) ihpiilf.a,hp/(slug/*)---------------------------------
and from items (49) and (5o):
(53) F/itfc, lb/(slug/-)-----------------------------------
The specific fuel consumption is evaluated from items
(27) and (52):
2257
2399
1799
267
366
2755
2066
(64) ~J/tiP, lb~~ti ------------------------------------- 0.608
EFFECT’OFMASSOFADDEDFUELONF/df. AND thP/dZ.
When more accurate results are desired, the effect of the
mass of fuel introduced is accounted for in the calculations.
The effect of the added fuel is lkndled by substituting the
product of the turbine total efikiency q, and (l+j) for the
value of qf, which will now be done for the case just con-
sidered.
From item (26) the adjusted value of item (40) becomes
(65)qeq@~ (–)
Ii
l+Y ------------------------------------ 2.396
From figure 4 is obtained the correspond@
(56) (PJPJ,ti------------------------------------------- 4.61
From items (56) and (8):
(57)x------------------------<------------------------- L 30
By use of the modified value of q,, item (43) becomes
(66)q.qteTdb---------------------,----------------------- 2. s27
and item (46) becomes
(59) qcqtYj/c- Y-------_ --_-----: ---------------------- 0.0410
Using items (57), (58), and (59) in figure 5 gives “
‘p” ~~, hp/(slug/see) ----------------------------- 2351(60) ~ VP ~
or
(61) thP~Mc, hp/(sl~/=o)-------------------------------- 2497
Evaluating the propeller thrust from items (61) and (6)
and from equation (5) gives
(62) FJM., lb/(slug/m)---------------------------------- 1874
In evaluating the jet thrust from items (6) and ‘(7),
equation (lb) is now used and gives
(63) F//M.,lb/(sl~/=)----------------------’------------ 2S1
From items (63) and (6) and from equation (2):
(64) ihp,/Na,hp/(slug/~)-------------------------------- 375
The total thrust homepower per unit mass rate of air
flow from items (61) and (64) is,
(66) fhpihfa,hp/(d@wu)--------------------------------- 2872
From items (62) and (63):
(60)F/M.,lb/(slug/wo)----------------------------------- 2155
and from items (65) and (27):
(67) w//fip, lb/thpti ------------------------------------ 0,6S3
ACCURACY OF METHOD
The fial equations for thrust horsepower (eqs. (&t) and
(A34)), from which figure 5 is plotted and which are derived
with the aid of several simplifying assumptions, give values
of thrust horsepower which check very closely with valuea
obtained tiom very accurate step-by-step evaluation of
conditions throughout the cycle. Over a wide range of
operating and flight conditiom, the mfium error in the
value of thrust horsepower obtained from the charts k leas
than 0.5 percent.
The results of the examplea used to illustrate the use of the
charts give an indic.atjon of the effect of c on the thrust horse-
power. For the conditions of the example, choosing an
approfiate value of e= 1.0 results in a value of thrust horse-
power about 7 percent different from the value of thrust
horsepower evaluated from the more accurate valuo of
e=l.025. In general, the percentage error in thrust horse-
power -will range from two to four times the percentage error
in a In cases where the combination of conditions k such
as to readt in low vfdues of thrust horsepower, an error in &
has a much greater effect on thrust horsepower.
Also, for the set of conditions chosen, the thrust power is
about 4 percent greater and the specific fuel consumption
,about 4 percent lower when the added mass of fuel k token
into account. In general, if good accuracy of results k
desired ihm the charta, it is necessary to include the effect
of added fuel.
TURBINE-PROPELLER-ENGINE PERFORMANCE
‘In order to illustrate the performance and somo of the
characteristics of the turbine-propeller engiqe, several cases
are presented. First, the performance of the turbino-
propeller systeq over a range of flight and engine-design-point
operating conditions and fixed design-point component 05-
ciencies is discussed. Each set of design-point operating
conditions and component ticiencies represents a diiferent
engine. Second, the offdesign-point performance of two
specific turbine-propeller engines.(with given sets of matched
components) is discussed. For this case a method is pre-
sented for matching components; also the interrelation
between component characteristics and over;all engine per-
formance is shown.
DESIGN-POINT ENGINES
.,
For the purpose of illustrating the reamer in which the
thrust horsepower per unit maw rai% of air flow and spec~c
fuel consumption are influenced by. compressor pressure ratio,
‘combustion-chamber-outlet kmperature, flight speed, md
ambient-air temperature, the following fked parameter are
assumed:
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Compressoradiabatic efflcienoy,~------------------------- O.85
Turbine totnlefthiency. ~t------------------------------- 0.90 I
Combwtion effioienoy~9b~:------------------------------- O.96
PmpHerefflOienOy,q------------------------------------ O.85
Eshaust-nozzle velooity coefficient, C,--------------------- 0.97
bmrheattig value of fuel, ~, Btuflb--------------------- 18,900
Corraotionfactor, a-------------------------------------- L 00
The jetvelocities in rdlcasesconsidered were theoptimum
jetvelocities evdmtedfromequatiom (4a) and (4b).
Theeffect of the mass of fuel added is included in these
performance calcuktions.
The values of component efficienciesand eat the design
point will tend to vary with change in design-point operating
conditions. In the present computations, the component
efficiencies and c were assumed constant at thb values listed.
The method illustrated in the examples for using the charts
was followed in evaluating the performance.
The performance of the system is presented in figure 8;
the thrust horsepower per unit mass rate of air flow (or
equivalent propeller shaft horsepower per unit maw rate of
FWORE&–Perfornmnca of tnrbbwpmpelk en@neJfoi mn@ of desfgn.pointff&ht znd RJ@M OWYJtinScond[tbnq ~., 0.SS; q,, 0.9& qb,O.@ C& 0.97; ~ 1%~ Btu fwrPonn~ q I.@J.
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air flow for the static case, VO=O) and the speciiic fuel con-
sumption are plotted against compressor pressure ratio for
various values of combustion-chamber-outlet temperature
at severalcombinations of airplane veloci~ and ambienbair
temperature. The range of T, investigated was from 1600°
to 3200° R, and the compressor pressure ratios ranged up to
40. Lines for compressor pressure ratios giving maximum
thrust horsepower per unit mass rate of air flow (X=l) and
for minimum specific fuel consumption at any temperature
T, are included in the figure.
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Performanw curves at VO=O and &=519° R are shown in
figure 8 (a). For this CM: where the thrust horsepo}vw k
zero, the equivalent total shaft ~ower per unit mass rate of
air flow ~/& and specfic fuel consumption based on equiv-
alent shaft power are plotted against compreaeor preswm
ratio. The factor a was assumed eqwd to 4 pounds per horse-
power in order to convert the jet thrust into equivalent slmf t
pow-e+. The optimum jet velocity calculated from equation
(4b) for this case is 144 feet per second. s
h figures 8 (b) and 8 (c) me presented curves of thrust
horsepower per unit mass rate of air flow and of specific fuel
consumption plotted against compressor pressure ratio.
F~e 8 (b) is for the case of VO=733 feet per second and
k=519° R; ~d @ure 8 (c), for VO=733 feet per second and
&=412° R. The optimum jet veloci@ for both these cases,
computed from equation (4a), is 902 feet per second.
The curves of &me 8 show that with no limitation on
compressor pressure ratio, higher thp/M= (or equivalent ‘
total shaft power per unit mass rate of air flow when the
system is at rest) and lower specific fuel consumption cm
be obtained by increasing the T4. At any given T4 there
is an optimum ~f)~l for maxhum thp/M~and an optimum
P*/Pl for minimum W,/thp. The compressor pressure ratio
for minimum speciiic fuel cxmsumption is greater than tlmt
required for rntium thp/M..
The effects of flight speed and ambientmir temporalmro
on the performance of the turbine-propeller system at rL
given combustion-chamber-outlet temperature of 1960° R
are shown in figure 9. In figure 9 (a), the thp/M. aml
Wf/tlLp are plotted against ambian~ah temperatures tat V.
of 367 and 733 feet per second for the following cases:
(a) Compressor pressure ratio chosen to give maximum
thp/M= (X=l)
(b) Compressor pressure ratio chosen -to give minimum
Wj/thp
At each flight speed, the corresponding optimum jet velocity
is used.
This &ure shows that h has an important effeot on the
performanm values; the thp/Ma decrenses and the speo%c
fuel consumption increaws appreciably as to increases. For
the given conditions, the thp/M. decreasca about 30 percent
for both casea (a) and (b) as& increaseafrom 393° to 519° R
(the 393° R temperature corresponds to an NACA strmd-
ard altitude of 35,332 ft, the start of the tropopause).
The values of thp/M=for case (a) are about 13 percent greater
than those for case (b) over the range of toinvestigated. .
The specitic fuel consumption incre.sacsabout 25 percent
for both cases (a) and (b) as the ambienkir temperature
increases fkom 393° to 519° R. The valuea of Wf/thp for
case (a) are about 10 percent higher than those for case (b).
It is also evident from iigure 9 that increasing flight speed
results in only Slightiy increased values of thp/M. and
slightiy decreased values of Wf/thpfor both cases (a) rmd (b).
Over the range of ambient-ak temperatures considered,
increasing the ilight speed from 367 to 733 feet per second
results in changes in thp/M=and WJthp of about 2 percent.
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The compressor pressure ratios associated with the per-
formance values given in figure 9 (a) are presented in figure
9 (b). The large increase in reqqired pressure ratio from
the condition of X=1 to the condition of minimum speciik
fuel consumption is to be noted.
In @es 8 and 9, itwas assumed that the compressor
adiabatic eficiency remains constant at 0.85 regardless of
the pressureratio. As the desired pressureratio is inoreased,
however, it becomes increasingly diflicult to design a com-
pressor to maintain a high adiabatic sflkiency. A reduction
in the compressor adiabatic efficiency with increase in pres-
sure ratio reduces the gains derived from increase in pressure
ratio and hence reduces the’ value of the optimum pressure
ratios for maximum thrust horsepower per unit msss rate
of air flow and for minimum speciiic fuel ocnsumption.
This condition is illustrated in figure 10 in which a turbine-
propeller engine equipped with a multistage axial-flow com-
pressor having a polytropic efficiency q.,, of 0.88 is con-
sidered. The other parameters of the engine are the same
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as for f&me 8 (b). I?igure 10 shows the over-all adiabatic
e5ciency of the compressor, the specfic fuel consumption,
and the thrust horsepower per unit mass rate of air flow
for a range of pressure ratios. The pressure ratio is increased
by adding stages to the compressor. Although the poly-
tropio efficien~ is held constant, the over-all compressor
adiabatic efficiency decreases -with increase in pressure ratio.
At a pressure ratio of 5, the compressor adiabatic ~ciency
is0.85, the value used in the computations for iigures 8 and 9.
For the range of T, shown, the values of P,/P, for maximum
thp/Ma and minimum W_#hp are lower for the case when
the reduction in compressor adiabatic efficiency with in-
creased pressure ratio is considered than those for the case
of constant q. of 0.85. This change in PJP1 for maximum
thp/Ma and minimum Wf/thp is more pronounced at the
higher value of T,.
The effect of increasing pressure ratio across the turbine
on turbine efficiency is not easily predicted. In the design
of a turbine for greater pressure ratios, the number of
turbine stages is usually increased and the pressure ratio
per stage is increased, in order to economize on the size
and weight of the turbine. Increasing the number of tur-
. bine stages tends to improve the over-all turbine efficiency
(provided that the efficiency per stage remains the same).
However, increasing the pressure ratio per stage may result
in some reduction in stage efficiency, which will offset the
gains obtained by the increased number of stages. The
net effect on the over-all turbine efficiency depends on the
compromise between pressure ratio per stage -and number
of stages.
ENGINE WITH GIVRN SET OF MATCHED COMPONENTS
The points on the previous performmce curves pert&
to a se~ies of turbine~propeller ‘engines in which th; com-
ponents are changed to provide the desired characteristics
at each point. It is of interest to examine over a variety
of operating cmditions the characteristi~ of a turbine-
propeller engine having given components.
Two engines are considered in this study- One engine
has a propeller, an axial-flow compressor, and two independ-
ent turbines (divided turbine system); one turbine drives
only the compressor and the other drives only the propeller.
The second engine contains the same components, except
that the two turbines are connected to provide a single
xotating system (connected turbine system). Components
chosen have performmce characteristics fairly representa-
tive of their type and are Dot to be interpretecL as being the
best ~vailable. Although the performance of each engine
depends on the characteristics of the particuk components
chosen, some general trends may be demonstrated by con-
sidering the illustrative case- Plots of the oharactefitics
of the components and the performance of the turbine-
propeller engines incorporating these comporients are pre-
sented in iigures 11 to 18. Calculations of engine perform-
ance were simpli6ed by neglecting the maw of fuel in
evaluating turbine output, by neglecting any losses in
transmitting the shaft power horn turbine ta propeller, and
by assuming the drop in total pressure through t.ho combus-
tion chamber proportional to the combustion-chamber-inlet
total pressure. The errors introduced by these simplifi.
cations are too small to influence the basic trends illustrated.
k the computation of the performmce of the turbine-
propeller engine, the following parameters are assumed:
~rnbtiOn OffiCiOnCY,Vb---------------------------------0.00
Exhaust-nomle velocity aoefflcient,C,--------------------- 0.97
Lower heating value of fuel, lt, Btuflb----------, ---------- 18,000
In order to simplify the spetic fuel consumption plots, the
specific heat at constant pressure of the gasea dwing com-
bustion was assumed to be a funotion only of TJTI.
Compressor characteristics.-The conventional presontn-
tion of the perfommmce curves for an illustmtive S-stage
axial-flow compressor is given in figure 11. Volues of
PJP,, ?., and K. are plotted against the M~fi/& for various
yalues of UJ&. The slip factor is defined’ as
~=560hpc
‘ MaUz (lo)
At a given UJ~, reducing the Mafi/6, by throttling
the compressor outlet first results in a very rapid increase
in pressure ratio and efficiency and then a more gradual
increase in these parameters to peak values. Excessive
throttling to the position indicated by the surge line results
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in stalling of the compressor, which is accompanied by
surging of the rir flow. It is to be noted that operation at
higher tip speeds is limited to narrower ranges of mass flow.
Turbine characteristics.-The performance characteristics
of a typical single-stage turbine with moderate r~action
are shown in figure 12. The mass-flow factor of the gM
through the turbine is plotted in figure 12 (a) against P~p5
for vmious values of U4*/VL~. The turbine jet velocity
V&, is deiined as the theoretical jet velocity devaloped by
the gas expanding isentropically through the turbine nozzle
horn turbine-inlet total temperature and pressure to turbine-
outlet static prwsure. The values of the upper abscissa
VL,/@ corresponding to the values of P~p6 are obtained
from the velocity equation
I r .—,1
~=+Jc,,g5H31+y-j
The vrdues of the upper ordinate M.VL ~/64are obtained
from the product of Mt@~& and VA,/&. For pressure
ratios across the turbine greater than 2.54, the value of
Mg~J& is constant (that is, choking occurs at the turbine
nozzle).
The turbine total efficiency q,,l is principally a function
of U1,l/Vl,land, to a lesser extmt, a function of the pressure
ratio across the turbine and the Reynolds number; qj,l is
defined as
P~/p~
(e) Mosflow chmmemuc3.
~13UEE 12+hfddet In of fmt slngk+tage tarbfne.
The relation between total efficiency, blade-to-jet speed
ratio, and pressureratio is given in figure 12 (b); the Reynolds
number effect is omitted in this analysis. The turbine-
shaft efficiency q~,l,also shown in @ure 12 (b), is defied as
~( ~=550hp,el (llb)
; Ww,l
.
In this deiln.ition the turbine is not credited with kinetic
power corresponding to the average axial velocity of the gas
at the turbine discharge. In the plot of UH’ii,l‘hat
ULJVLI in figure 12 (b), the effect of P~p, is so s~ht that
only a siugle curve is shown. The parame~”
U?$,.l ‘d
MgVL1/64are useful in evaluating turbine opera&g condi-
tions for given turbine.work output and compressor operating
conditions.
(b) ~ofuw Obfmc&Mw.
FmJBE U.-cono.lnded. ohFeaohMm of ai-stSfngledtege torbble.
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Gas gener8tor.—The combination of compressor, combus-
tor, and turbine which drives the compressor ie referred to as
the gas generator. It converts the heat energy from -the
fuel to energy available in high-temperature, pressurized
gases. These gases me expanded in a second turbine which
drives the propeller and are further expanded in the exhaust
nozzle to provide jet power.
When the compressor and the turbine of the gas generator
are matched, it is necessary that the mass flows through the
components be consistent (that is, the gas flow through the
turbine equal the sum of the airflow through the compressor
and the fuel flow) and that the compres.%r work required
equal the turbine work output. The compressor, and the
turbine sizes are so adjusted that desired mass-flow factors
through the components are obtained when the compressor
is operating at its design point and design turbine-inlet to
compressor-inlet tempemture ratio TJTI is maintained.
The turbine of figure 12 is matched with the compressor of
iigure 11 for a design-point temperature ratio TJT, of 4.23
and a design c.ompreeaorpressure ratio Pi/Pi of 5.1 at a tip
speed factor U./& of 1062 feet per second. Theso condi-
tions permit operation su.fliciently far from the compreeaor
surge line to ensure stable operation of the gas generator over
a wide range of conditions off the design point.
14ine9of constant temperature ratio T4/Tl for the matchocl
turbine and compressor are shown superimposed on com-
pressor characteristic in iigure 13 (a). If the d.ifferenco
between M= and M_. (due to added fuel) is neglected, the
following identity can be written:
If T represenw the ratio of the drop in combustion-chambcw
totalpressure to the compressor+ utlettotalpressure,thm
AP2=PZ-P4=TP2
or
p,= (1–T)Pz
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Hence, 1
or
(12)
In operating regions where cho -
v
of the flow occurs at
the turbine nozzle, the value of Mc 0J6, becomes constant
(for example, for pressure ratios PJp, greater than 2.54 for
the turbine shown in fig. 12 (a)). When this constant value
of M&&/& is substituted into equation (12) and a value is
assumed for r, it is possible to compute the value TJT1
at any value of Ma~@sl and the corresponding Pj/Pl. In
tho nonchoking region, the value of Alffi/81 is not so
easily determined, and the more general method described in
appendix C is used.
It is evident from the lines of constant TJTI that,at any’
given rotational speed and compressor-inlet temperature
Tl, ~creasing the combustion-chamber-outlet temperature
T4is equivalent to throttling the compressor. This inmeme
in Tz causes an increase in compressor pressure ratio and
decreases the mass-flow factor. Excessive combustion.
chamber-outlet temperature may carry operation into the
surge zone.
Lines of constant M.~/& are also plotted on the gas-
generator operating curves (fig. 13) because these curves
link the operation of the second turbine with that of the gas
generator. If the difference between Ma and M_. is again
neglected, the following identi@ can be written:
(13)
.
At any operating point, the quantities Mafi/&, T~T,,
and PJPI can be read and PJP1 computed from
PJP,= (1–T)P,/P,
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The corresponding values of P&’5 and TJT4 are determined
by the method d~cribed in appendix C, and the correspond-
ing i14Z&/& is evaluated &m equation (13).
For the gas-generator combination, the compressor power
is equal ta the turbine power; hence, horn equations (10)
and (11) and again fkom the assumption that M= and M= are
equal,
(15)
The ratio of compressor tip speed Uc to the turbine-blade
speed U~I is a constant for any given engine. Thus, any
value of K. determines the value of q{,I (VLJU4,J2and, horn
figure 12 (b), determines the value of ULI/VLlhorn whhh tie
values of ~GI and q~,I can be obtained, when the effect of
pressure ratio across the turbine is neglected. A value of
~~~~, equal to 1.0 ma chosen for the engine. For the
compressor shown in figure 11, the variation in the value of
& over the entire operating range was from 1.6 to 2.1. The
corresponding variation in ULJ’VL1 waa small enough that
the turbine operated at nearly constant efficiency over the
entire operating range of the gas generator.
Matobing seaond turbine,-For operation at a given flight
Makh number, a characteristic of the gas generator is that
along a given UJfi line the pressure ratio available for
further expansion at the inlet to the second turbine P6/No
decreases & Mz&/& increases. This trend is shown in
@urea 13 (%) (for Y= O.1O)and 13 (c) (for Y= O),whioh mg
plots of the gas-generator operating characteristics showing
lines of Mz~6/& (which are independent of flight speed) and
lines of P5/po (which are a function of flight speed). The
possi%leoperating range on figure 13 is looated between the
surge line &ndthe line of limiting valuea of Mg#&& permitted
..
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by the second turbine. Any limiting value of .ii,fi/& is
the value of the mass-flow factor through the second turbine
when the pressure ratio across the turbine is equal to the
maximum pressure ratio available PJpo. It is evident that
the second turbine should be designed to permit limiting
values of M~fi/& suiliciently large to provide the engine
with a reasonable range of operation on the gas-generator
plot. The increase in Mc@J& is accomplkhed by desti
a larger second-turbtie nozzle area. Exces@e_ increase in
design turbine-nozzle area should be avoided, however,
bec&e, for a given M.~/& (as set by the gas generator),
there results a reduction in pressureratio required across the
second turbine, which k accompanied by a reduction ~ tie
power obtainable from this turbine. An inefficient distrib-
utionof power between the propeller and the exhaust jet may
result. The second-turbine nozzle area chosen for design
operating conditions should be the beat compromise between
extent of operation and efficiency of power distribution
between the propeller and the exhaust jet.
The characteristics of the second turbine which drives the
propeller are shown in @e 14. They are similar to those
of the turbine driving the compressor (fig. 12), except that
the maximum values of the mass-flow factor are different.
Matching propeller.-The problem of propeller matching
involves mainly the selection of proper propeller size and
proper relation between propeller and turbine speeds, so
that the propeller will have a high efficiency at engine design
conditions and maintain high efficiency over a wide range of
off-design engine operation. A value of U,, JiVP, based on
reasonable estimates of turbine pitch-line diameter and gear
reduction ratio between the turbine and the propeller, is
chosen. This value of U,,2/NP,when once fixed for a given
engine, determinesthe value of iVP/fi for any engine operat-
ing condition (UGJ17t,a and V,,9/fi be@ ~OWR for t~t
operating condition) and ailects the manuer in which pro-
peller efficiency varies with changing we operating condi-
tions. At any operating condition of the engine, tbe flight
speed factor Vo/~ is known, and the propeller-shaft horse-
power factor hpP/m& can be evaluated. Wing the values
V,,2J4~, f!/sec
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of propeller diameter D, and UL9/lV, (and hence, N,/~~
determines the values of power coefficientQp and advance
ratio Vo/N@P at every operating point; these values in
turn determine the propeller efficiency. The vaxiation of
propeller efficiency m~th‘mgine operat&g conditions depends
on the values of DP and UL4V1 selected. ‘l!Immfore, the
propeller diameter -ZIPand, to some extent, the value of
Uk,/Np are adjusted by trial until a good compromise of
propeller efficiency and engine operating range is obtained.
Reference 6 Dresents a similar and more detailed discussion
.
of matching a propeller to a turbine for the same type engine
considered here. Figure 15 shows the characteristics of a
high-efficiency four-bladed propeller at fhght Mach numbers
of 0.55 and 0.71. Values of the power coefficient CP are
plotted against the advance ratio VOIN@P for various values
of propeller e5ciency and blade angle. The propeller
efficien~ is largely dependent on tip Mach number and drops
off rapidly ‘whxma value of tip Mach number slightly greater
than 1 is exceeded. The maximum efficiencies range from
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about 0.93 at flight Mach number of 0.55 to about 0.88 at
flight Mach number of 0.71. At higher flight Mach num-
bersj because tip Mach numbers greater than 1 are almost
always encountered, lower efficiencies @t. The values of
propeller efficiency presented in figure=15are bhaed on actual
shaft power input to the propeller and do not include losses
involved in the tm “ .on of power from turbine to
propeller.
Performance of engine with divided turbine system.—
Any point on the plot in iigure 13 (a) represents the gas
generator operating at a given set of conditions such .as
U~~, Wd%lh, TdTl, Pdpl, and Ms&/&. The lM.&J&
at any point is fixed; it is therefore evident from figure
14 (a.) that the second turbine, if unchoked, can operate
only over a range of defite combinations of Ukd Vcl Snd
P~pe. Hence, for every point on the gas-generator curve
the second turbine can operate over an @ent of pressure
ratio PJp6 and corresponding U4JVL2; the power output of
the turbine, the turbine ef6ciency, the jet power of the
engine, the propeller speed, and the propeller eficiency all
vary wcordingly.
When the mass-flow factor Mgfi/& is the maximum value
that the second turbine can attain (ii other words the flow
through the turbine is choked), the pressure ratio across the
turbine is independent of ULJVL2 (see fig. 14 (a)). Thus any
point on the gas-generator plot along this choking Mg4@&
linecorresponds to opemtion at my combination of UL21VL2
and P,/p,. (The quantity Pdp, may ha~e any value equal
to or greater than that required for choking but not ap-
preciably greater than the available PJpo at the operating
point. The case in which pa is leas than p~ is possible;
however, it-necessitates a diifwer to discharge the gas from
the turbine outlet to the atmosphere and is generally not a
desirable condition.)
The value of Mz@J8s -whichgmes choked flow in the second.
turbine sets one of the limits on the possible operating region
in iigu.re 13 (a). For the turbine under ccnsidemtion (fig.
14), the maximum value of Mg~~6b is 0.60 slug pm second,
and hence all points in figure 13 (a) at values of Mg3~~&
greater than 0.60 slug per second are &attainable. Further-
more, in order to attain this choked flow, the available PJpo
must be equal to or greater than the choking pressure ratio
2.54 given in figure 14 (a). Figure 13 (b) shows the pressure
ratios P6/pocorresponding to figure 13 (a) and ~=0.10 (Mach
number, 0.71). The point S marks the intersection of the
line of Mz$d&=0.60 slug per second with the line of
P~/po=2.54. All points on the line of Mz@_&=O.OO slug per
secimd to the right of point S have values of PJpo groater
than 2.54 and hence are attainable conditions.
To the left of point Sin figure 13 (b), the line of Mg@5=
0.60 slug per second intersects values of PJpo less than 2.54
and hence is an unattainable ccndition (if po is limited to
valuea equal to or greater than po). Figure 14 (a) indicates
that in this region the attainable value of ME#J66 depends
on the values of PJp6 and UL2/V42. The dashed curvo in
figure 13 (b) gives the maximum attainable value of Mz$dbs
corresponding to the condition ULJVL ~= 0.5 (at which the
eficiency of the second turbine is a maxknum). Tho region
in @ure 13 (b) betmeen the line of masimum attainable
ME@J& and the surge line is the possible operating range
for the combination of turbines chosen in this illustration at
Y= O.1O. The dashed curve can be shifted somewhat by
choosing a difhrent value of U&Z/V%2.
The conditions of iigure 13 (c) correspond to those of figure
13 (a)and zero flight speed (Y= O). In this case all values of
Tp
/ ‘?%
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I 1 1 K / 1 I \\
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(b) Y, 0.10@fghtM30h nmntw, 0.71).
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PJpo shown are lessthan 2.54, and the choked condition in
the second turbine is not attained. The dashed curve is
again the upper limit on the value of M~@5 for U4J V&z=
0.60, and operation for this flight condition is limited to the
narrow strip between the,dashed line and the surge lihe.
The permissible operational region discussed in connection
with figure 13 will now be discussed in greater detail.
A plot showing the relation between operating parameters
of the second turbine and the gas generator is show-nin figure
16. The blade-to-jet speed ratio UL2/V,,2is plotted against
P,/p6 for lines of constant TJT1 or Ma~0~81. I?igure16 (a)
isfor a constant tip-speedfactor of 1062feet perseccmd. Every
point on the gas-generator plot (fig. 13) at this value of tip-
spced factor has a unique value of M.-J@L$Iand T~Tl and is
represented by a line of operation on the engine, operating
plot of figure 16 (a). This characteristic is evident from the
previous discussion, in which it wrts shown that there is a
mries of combinations of UkJV42 and PG/p6corresponding
to every point on the gas-generator plot. The region in
figure 16 (a) at pressure ratios P,/p@of 2.54 and greater (in
which the second turbine is choked) corresponds to operation
at the point in figure 13 on the UJ3K= 1062 feet per secend
lino where Mz@~&=0.60 slug per second.
The opemtion-limit lines at which the entire P,/poavailable
equrdsP6/p6,for flight lMachnumbers equal to O (Y= O), 0.55
(Y= O.06),and 0.71 (Y= O.lO),are also shown oniigure 16 (a);
operation iEpossible between the surge line and these limit
lineEfor the speciiied Mach number. It is noted that for
zero flight speed (Y= O) the P5/poavailable is never great
enough to obtain choked flow through the second turbine.
Figure 16 (b) is similar to figure 16 (a), except that the
compressor tip-speed factor is 1006 feet per second. Because
the available PJpo is lower at this lower UJ& the range of
operation of the turbine at the same flight Mach numbers is
smaller.
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The over-all performmce values of the engine which have
been superimposed on @e 16 are shown in figure 17.
The valuea of the total-thrust-horsepower factor thp/~&,
the speciiic fuel consumption, the propeller e.fiiciencyqP,and
second-turbine ticiency ~G1 at any values of ULZ/VL2 and
P,/p, are shown in figure 17 (a) for Y=OJO (Mach number,
0.71) and compressor tip-speed factor of 1062 feet per second.
Figure 17 (b) is for UJ~=1062 feet per second and Y=O.06
(Mach number, 0.55); figure 17 (c), for UJA=IO06 feet per
second and Y= O.1O;and figure 17 (d), for UJ~= 1006 feet
per second and Y= O.06. The curves of qk~, wkch are
functions of Uk2/VL9 and P5/p6only, are the same for all
plo@ of figure 17 and hence are given only in figure 17 (a).
Jn order to evaluate q,, vahm of DP=13 feet and U,,,/iVP=
SO (ft/see)/rps were selected for the engine.
These figures show the eilect of varying PJpo and Ut.JVGz
on the over-w pdommm of the engine. In the range of
values of U41/V4sfrom 0.45 to 0.60 and over the entire range
of values of P5/p6shown in &u-e 17, the maximum variation
in thp/~61 is about 15 percent and the maximum variation
in specific fuel consumption about zo percent. In this range
of values of ULJVL 2 (0.45 b 0.60) and P6/p6,the values of
turbine ~ciency and propeller efficiency do not mu-y appre-
ciably. At low values of P5/p6jthe power output is large,
mainly because the operating T~Tl is high. However, the
percentage of propeller-shaft power to total power available
as useful work is much less than the optimum value. In-
creasing P8/p6improves the eiliciency of the power distribu-
tion between the propeller and the jet, which together
with an accompanying improvement in compressor ticiency
leads to decreased speciiic fuel consumption of the engine.
The etTectof flight speed on performance factors is slight
at both tip-speed factom shown. The total-thrust-
horsepower factor increases slightly, and the speciiic fuel con-
sumption decreases slightly with increased night speed. It
should be noted that, inasmuch as the factors & and al both
increase with fright speed, the valuw of thrust horsepower
increase much more than the values of thp/~~l. At a given
.
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Ma&/& or TJT1, the speci.ticfuel consumption decreases as
fight speed increasea mainly because of operation at higher
valuea of T4. At the lower iiight speed, the propeller efE-
ciency is less sensitive @ a change in operating conditions
and remains at a higher value over a large part of the opera~
ing range shown in figure 17. .,
The thrust-homepower factor &ops off rapidly as com-
pressor tip-speed factor is reduced fkom 1062 to 1006 feet
per second. This decrease is due to operation in a region
of lower TJT1, lower mass-flow factors, and lower compressor
pressure ratios. The specific fuel consumption also suffem
when the tip-speed factor is rcxluced, mainly because of the
, accompanying decreases in compr~r pressure ratio and
T~T1. At a tip-speed factor of 1062 feet per second and
Y= O.1O,an optimum specilic fuel consumption of about 0.60
pound per thrusbhomepower-hour is obtained, and the corre-
7
spon “ thruskhorsepomr factor is about 2700 homepow”er.
At UJ 01of 1006 feet per second and Y= O.1O,the optimum
specific fuel consumption is about 0.64 pound per thrush
horsepower-hour, and the corresponding thrust-horsepower
factor about 2200 horsepower.
The rapid drop in thruskhorsepowwr factor with com-
pressor tip-speed factor is even more pronounced at the lower
tip-speed factors, because the propeller is unsuited to handle
efficiently the low’ shaft powers that accompany the lower
tip-speed factors (this characteristic is not evident from
engine-performance figures which are presented only’ for
values of UJ~ of 1062 and 1006 ft/see). This observation
emphasized the fact that t@s type of engine is very largely u
maximum compressor tip-speed engine. The use of a fr6e-
wheeli@ turbine to @rive the propeller permits a widm range
of propeller operating parameter for given engine opemting
conditions than does the singl@urbine engine, becaum the
speed of the second turbine is independent of compr&sor
speed. Better propeller performance can thereby be ob-
tained.
In order to obtain the operating ranges shown in the plots
of @es 13 and 17, a variable-area exlmust nozzle is re-
quired. The effective exhaust-nozzle area corresponding to
design conditions (U&&’= 1062 ft/see, T~Tl=4.23, P,/PI=
5.1, U,3/V,J=0.50, and Pr/p6=2.6 at Y= O.1O) is 1,08
square feet (evaluated by the method described in appendix
D). This constant-area line of operation is included on
figure 17. At any given fight Mach number, each point on
the gas-generator. plot has a small range of exhaust-nozzle
areas associated with it. Conversely, at any flight Mnch
number each exhaust-nozzle anm corresponds to a small
range of operation along any ZJc/~ line on figure 13, The
entire region of operation for constant e.xlmust-nozzle area
An= 1.08 square feet over a range of compressor tip-speed
factora is included between the dashed curves in figure 13 (a)
for Y= O.1O. Figure 17 shows that the design nozzle area
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of 1,08 square feet allows operation at almost optimum
engine efficiency for the ranges of compressor tl@-speed fac-
tor from 1006 to 1062 feet per second and of Y from 0.06
to 0,10 but at powers lower than msxinmm. The variable-
area nozzle allows a much wider choice of combinations of
economy and power than the fixed-area nozzle. I
!l!emperatme-stress limitations.-An important consider-
ation in the determination of engine operating limits is the
limitation due to excessive stresses in the turbine blades,
which is tLfunction of turbine pitch-line veloci~, turbine
inlet temperatni-e, and turbine design. The stressw in
turbine blades are discussed in reference 7“for a range of
pitch-line velocities for various turbine-blade designs, and
turbine sizes. Reference 8 shows the allowable stress of
several turbine-blade materials as a function of temperature.
In plots similar to figures 13 and 17, these factom must be
taken into account in detemnini~g the regions of operation.
Inasmuch as the value of the temperature at the turbine
inlets for given temperature ratios TJT, and TJT, will vary
with Tl, the limits of the operating regions imposed by
strength considerations on, thesq plots are functions of T1.
The second turbine in the.case of the divided turbine sys-
tem can operate over a range of pitch-line velocities (or
Z7,4/V,4) at any inlet temperature TG. Therefore, at any
TJT, or TJT, there may be some maximum value of
U,$/V,,g that cannot be exceeded because of stress limita-
tions; this mtium value increases as Ts decreases. At
lower values of compressor tip-speed factor, the problem of
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limitation due to excessive stxesses dimitihes, particuhrlv I
for the first turbine, which has a pitch-line velocity direct~
proportional to UJ~.
Performance of engine with connected turbine system.—
The engine with both turbines comected is restricted to a
fk~edrelation between turbine pitch-line velocity U,2 and
compressor tip speed U.. However, the power out of the
first stage (the first. turbine in the engine with divided
turbine system) is no longer limited to being equal to com-
pressor power. Some characteristics associated with the
removal of the limit on turbine power distribution will now
be discussed.
At any operating point on the compressor map (such as
fig. 13), the corresponding values of T4/T1,Mc@~64, and
Mr~/& depend on the power output of the first turbine.
When this potier output is prescribed as in the caae of the
engine with divid~d turbine system (where the power output
is always equal to the compressor power), these factors ore
all determined at every point. At n given M&/&, the
power output of the second turbine (or second stage) is
limited by the range of P5/pBpossible at this mass-flow
factor (see fig. 14). When the engine with a divided turbine
system is operating at a given compressor point, it is thus
limited to a range of power putput of the second turbine,
which depends on the corresponding value of Mg&/&.
The adjustment of the distribution of the a%ilable power
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between the propeller and the exhaust-nozzle jet is thus
often limited, and a low over-all engine efficiency may result
at some offdesl~-point conditions. On the other hand,
when the engine @th connected turbines operates at a
given compmwor point, the values of ,T~Tl and PJP5 can
be varied to give variable power output from the first turbine
stage by an adjustment in fuel flow, exh~uet-nozzle area,
and propeller blade angle. This variation also leads to a
range of values of Mz~/66 that correspond to the given
compressor operating point; hence, a larger range of power
output may be obtained from the second-turbine stage.
l?ower extraction from both turbines may then be adjusted
to give more economhkl distribution of available power
between propeller and exhaust jet than is possible with the
divided turbine system, particularly at off-design operation.
Included in figure 17 are linw of operation for constant
,.
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UJU,3= 1.0. This condition pertains to the operating line
of an engine with the given connected turbine system having
a fixed relation between Uts ad U. ~d ~~ the power
output of the &&stage turbine equal ta the compressor
power. Figures 18 (a) ind 18 (b) are performance plots
of the engine similar to that of @ure 17 (a), except that the
power output of the tit turbine is 3 and 7 percent greater,
respectively, than tie compressor power. These iucreases
in power output of the first-stage hwbine are obtained by
increasing the combustion-chamber+ utlet temperature T4
and adjusting the exhaust-nozzle area and the propeller
pitch; the range of vah.w of the increase in turbine power
is limited in order to avoid exceediug appreciably the
design value of T4. Operating conditions for these plots
are the same as for figure 17 (a), namely 1?= 0.10 and
UJ~=1062 feet per second. Lined of operation at
.
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UJU,?= 1.0 are again located on these plots and represent
the cam of the engine with connected turbines under
considemtion.
The operating lines for UJU,$=l.O of figures 17 (a),
18 (a), and 18 (b) and the corresponding engine performance
me shown on CLsingle plot in figure 18 (c). This iigure
shows the effect on total power and specific fuel consumption
duo to varying the values of the ratio of the power output
of the fl.rst turbine to the compressor power hp~,l/hpCfrom
1.00 to 1.07. Operation over this range of values of hptJhpC
is possible for the engine with connected turbines, whereas
tho divided turbine system limits engine opemtion to a
vnhm of hpt,llhpo= 1.00. Figures 17 (a) and 18 show that
tho engine with connected turbine system can achieve high
power increases and maintain good economy by increasing
the value of T~T1. This desirable performance character-
istic is possible because efiicient distribution of power
between propeller and jet is obtained at higher temperature
ratios by extmcting more power from the fit turbine stage,
which (by causing a higher value of Mgfi/66, which is
accompanied by an increwe in pressure diflerentiilacross
the second turbine) permits greater power output from the
second turbine. I’or the engine with connected turbines
illustrated,approximately a 20-percent increase in the total
power output is obtained by increasing the T~Tl from 4.23
(the design-point vrdue) to 4.89 and increasing the value
of hpg,llhp. from 1 to 1.07 with an increase in specific fuel
consumption of only 1 percent. On the other hand, the
engine @h a divided turbine achieves an increase in total
power of about 5 percent for this same change in T~Tl
(see fig. 17 (a)), while the specific fuel consumption increases
about 17 percent.
For the conditions shown in iigures 17 (a) and 18, the
propeller and turbine efficiencies for the engine with the
connected turbines are not appreciably decreased by re-
strictions imposed by the fixed rtdation among Uo, U~,1,
rmd Uf~ for the interesting operating range. (The turbine
efficiencies in fig. 17 (a) apply to fig. 18.)
operation over the entire region showh in figure 18 (c)
requires a variable-area exhaust nozzle. The line of constant
An of 1.08 square feet is included in this @e. For the
particular operatiug conditions covered in this figure, it is
seen that this constant exhaust-nozzle area permits operation
to be maintained at best efficiency for a range of powem
including maximum power. With Az of 1.08 square feet,
the engine with a connected turbine can operate at UJW=
1062 feet per second from the surge line k the limiting line
#
at which Mg~O~66=0.60 slug per second. At other values
of compressor tip-speed factor, the region of operation on
the compressor map yith constant-mea exhaust nozzle is
much greater for the engine with a connected turbine than
for the engine with a divided turbine.
SUMMARYOF RESULTS
For a series of turbine-propeller engines in which the
appropriate components are used to give the design-point
conditions and efficiencies,the following resultswere obtained:
1. At a given set of operating conditions, maximum thrust
per unit mass rate of air flow and maximum thrust horse-
power per unit mass rate of air flow occurred at a lower com-
pressor pressure ratio than that at which minimum spec%c
fuel consumption occurred.
2. b increase in combustion-chamber+utlet temperature
caused an increase in power. output per unit mass rate of
air flow. Improved specific fual consumption was obtained
with increased combustion-chamber-outlet temperature, pro-
vided that the compressor pressureratio was correspondingly
increased.
3. An optimum jet velocity existed which gave best
distribution between propeller-shaft power and jet power for
mfium thrust horsepower and efficiency.
The following results were obtained from a study of two
turbine-propeller engines, one engine having a divided turbine
system in which the &at turbine drove only the compressor
and the second turbine independently drove the propeller,
and the other engine having a connected turbine system
which drove both the compressor and the propeller:
1. The connected turbine system offered greater adjust-
ment of distribution of available power to the propeller
shaft and the exhaust-nozzle jet, thereby permitting more
g5cient power distribution at offdesign-point operation.
2. The divided turbine system offered more flexible control
of component rotational speeds, which enabled speed adjust-
ment giving best combination of turbine and propeller
efficiencies.
3. When equipped with a constankarea oshaust nozzle,
the engine with the divided turbine system was limited to a
very narrow region of operation on the compressor operating
diagram, whereas the engine with the connected turbine
system was capable of a wide range of compressor operation.
LEWIS FLIGHT PROPULSION LABORATORY
NATIONAL ADVISORY COmTPED FOR AERONAUTICS
CLEVELAND, O~o, Au.gwt 2, 1961
.APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF PERFORMANCE EQUATIONS AND MISCELLANEOUS.EXPRESSIONS
In addition to those symbols previously listed, the follow-. Wti ideal work for adiabatic procses, ft-lb/slug
ing symbols are used in these derivations:
The jet velocity is given by
and
average speciiic heat at constant pressure of gases
during combustion process, Btu/(slug)(°F) (’H&
term, w-henused with the temperature change dur-
ing combustion, is used to determine fuel consump-
tion.)
enthalpy of air corresponding to ambient-air tempera-
ture G,Btu/sing
enthdpy of air corresponding to compresor-outlet
total temperature T,, Btn/slug
fiee~tream total pressure, lb/sq ft abs
gas constant of air, 1716 ft-lb/[slug) (“F)
.- constant of exhaust @s, ft-lb/(sing) (“F)
total temperature at outlet of second turbine, “R
7a—1
factor equal to
[(:::r.fror (~=
and when the last term is expanded into a series,
7=—1
AP, ~= ~+’~g– 1 AP:
(1 )
.—
P, ~z-
for small~. ~
By the use of equations (A2) and (A3),
F ?.—11
~=+-(m “
. .--[’-(3%1
y=—l
~,=wl%?c-”gy.—1(wl%)c= ‘
When equations (A4) to (A6) are used in equation (Al),
Define
Y= E2JcP,& (As)
The total temperature at the compressor inlet (which is
equal to the total temperature of the inlet air) is
TI=G+~==W+Y). (A9)
The ratio of the ideal stagnation pressure Po to the ambient-
air pre9snreis -
(Al)
(A’)
(A3)
(A4)
(A6)
(A13)
r
(A7)
The ratio of the actual total pressure at compressor inlet
to the amb;ant-air pressure is
from which
(A12)
~o T1 * =(l.+ y)7:~1
()
The compressor-shaft horsepower expressed as a funotion
z— b (A1o) of compressor-inlet temperature and pressure ratio is
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\ (A13)resuh%in
hp.= ‘%%;”1[(3%-’1(A13) fi=(l+isfi=c+ln93“15)where the spec$c heats of air during the compression process
are assumed constant. Because of this assumption; the
value of the compressor-shaft power calculated from equation
(A13) for a given pressure ratio, inlet temperature, and
efficiency is slightly greater than the actual compressor power.
The deviation increase-swith increasing pressure ratio and
inlet temperature. For valuea of TI up to 550° R and PJP1
up to 40, the maximum error in compressor power is about
Equations (A12) and (AI.5) are combined so that
Iand expanding giv~1 percent,
Define
(’17)
(A14)
(A14) into equation I which is accurate for small values of ~d/Pl.From equations (A16) and (A17)so that substituting equations (A9) and
(A18)
8
When equations (A16) to (A18) are substituted into equation (A7),
v;
[( ‘)-~(%)+(1:+%q3)l-;;;~;q,
Y+&-~~
~.=2JcP,.T4 K
s l+Y+?&
4
“(’19)
AP. AP,
The term involving the product of the pressure-drop ratios ~ ~ can be neglected, so that equation (A19) becomes
1
i_ 2Jcva“h K y+q~_~ _
;–iTYm [( ) 1‘&d_K,%-l~_ 550hp,74 2
; M(l+jht
by the equation
(’20)
The factor .sis defined
(Ml)
from which
(’22)
(A23)
(A24)
Equation (AM) can be rewritten
The thrust horsepower developed by the propeller is
%=4i%!a
and substituting equations (A14) and (A23) h (AM) yields
thpP VVJCP,A
[
“4 Y+%.z vh?t(l+flz
x= 550 7t(1+.f) ~ e l+ Y+TCZ— 2C;Jcp,& 1 (A25)
M26)
The thrust horsepower developed by the jet is
t#=[vAl+j–)– v,] ~
a
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Ths total thrust horsepower of the engine is the sum of the propeller-thrust horsepower and jet-thrust horsepower; thus,
from equations (A25) and (A26)
(A27)
6 assumed to remain constant m
OPTIMUM JET VRLOWITY AND qcZ FOR MAXIMUM th,pJM.
For given values of VO, YJP,m, fit, T4,G, and &and with the component eflkienciea and
q,Z anti V, vary? optimum values of qz and Vj are obtained from
wfiP/w=JcP.JovP ~,(l+flze (l+~+7ca—(~+70n_l =-j
a(q~ ,550 [ h (l+r’+qz)’ q.1 (A28)
and
From equation (A29)
and from equation (A28)
h(thp/Ma)=Jcp, akm P \
[ 1–22v&?#+hfl+%(1+jl=o~m 550 (A29)* p,a
Vj,.pt= Vo~ (A30)
‘d
T4
l+ Y+(@r,/= w?t(l-t-j)~ ~ (A31)
where the term (L@,,f is used to designate the value df m.Z for which the
Deiine
x’= l+Y+%Z
and
v;
“=2 JcP,& ‘
When equations (A32) and (A33) are substituted into equation (A25),
thp/M=given by equation (A27) is a mmhmun.
(A32)
(A33)
The thrust produced by the propeller is
Define the factor a as the ratio of the pounds
output over compressor horsepower input; then,
(A34)
(A36)
of thrust produced by the propeller to the excess of turb’ine horsepower
.
Fp
a=hp,—hpe
When equations (A35), (A36), and (A24) are combined,
&(%)(%)=%(%)(:)
(A3t3)
(A37)
This equation permits the propeller thrust to be evaluated from equation (A34) when V~O (at which velocity q~= O
and thpp= O).
For the case of Vo= O, the expression for optimum jet velocity (for optimum thrust) similarly reduoes to
a 550v*,.,=K—
a
when equations (A35), (A36), (H), and (A30) are combined.
BVALUATIONFCOEREGTIONFACl?OB~
The factors a and b are deilned as
l
(A38)
(A93)
and
(A40)
When equations (A39) and (A40) are substituted into
equation (A22),
e= K—Ka—K’b (A41)
The terms K and K’ are close to unity in value, whereas
the values of a and b are small in comparison with unity;
therefore only a small error is introduced by letting
~=K—a—b (A42)
The quantity c is deiined QS
C=K—I (A43)
thcm
~=1—a—b+c (A44)
l?rom equation (A5) and reference9,
+
‘=JC,,=[lW;)-]ya–l –1 (A45)% 7._—P
where the values of w~~fll are obfied ~m references A aDd”
fI and unpublished data extending figure. 9 of reference 9.
These values correspond to the temperature T4 and pressure
ratio Pg/po
FUEL CONSUMPTION
The expression for the fuel-air-ratio factor to obtain a rise
in total temperature in the combustion chamber from TSto
T, is
&,(T4—Ts)
‘~= 32.2h
where values of ?P are detannim$d from reference 5.
~rom the conservation of energy,
. hpc
H2=Ho+g+550 ~J
EQUATIONS
,(A46)
(A47)
where Hz is the enthalpy of the air corresponding to the
compressor-outlet total temperature Ta in Btu per slug.
(Zero enthalpy isarbitrarilyfixed at absolute zero kmpera-
ture.) The symbol HOis the enthalpy of air corresponding
tQ the ambient-air temperature h in Btu per slug and is
given by
Ho=ep, A (A48)
If equations (A48), (A8), and (A14) are used in equation
(A47),
H2=CP,A(1+Y+Z) (A49)
Since T, is a function only of H,,
T,= I#J(H,)=4[cp,a?u(l+r+Z)] (A50)
and the Tz cor&spording tQ the enthalpy H2 is obtained from
reference 4.
DERIVATION OF MISCRLLANEOUS EXPRESSIONS
“ The pressure ratio (PJPJ,d corresponding to any values
of ~ and (V~Z),d is,from equation (A15),
(%=[ 1+~ I_1 +Y + (?lcz),,f .72 (A51)
or, substituting equation (A31) in equation (A51) gives
I?rom equations (Al@, (A31), (A32), and (A.w) itisseen
that
7. —1
“=[(a$kr
(A53)
Define
x= PJP,
(P2/PJ,d,
(A54)
then
X=(X’)L (A55)
APPENDIX B
FOR PERFORMANCE CHARTS
(The equation numbe~ correspond to those in the deriva-
tion given in appendix A.)
Figure 2 (a).—
Y=
23,&=2Jc;.51&~ “8)
:= P’;:P’=(l +Y)*=
[ 1+2Jc;.519(v~~
(A1o)
Vo
Flight Mach number=-= 1“ (Vm>-o w
Figure 2 (b)o—
v; 1 (4%?)’‘A33)‘j=~&=2JcP,a519
Figure 9 (a),—
Figure 3 (b).—
Figure 3 (c).—
c.=Jcpa[lTiT’
(A39)
(A40)
(A45)
where values of WiJTl are obtained from referents 4 and
9 and unpublished data extending data in reference 9.
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(A51) (:),.=[’’’’4WT)T*‘A
In Orderto include the effect of added ma&of fuel, the value of q, tied in equation (A52) should be the product qt(l+fl.
Figure 5,—
‘ ‘-–= 550 [“c’,’:-(x’++)F%+’+’-”&l~thp~ q. 519 519 JcP..M. ~, h (A34)
where H,=cp,at@+Y+Z) (A49)
7.—1 The T, cm-respondingto tie enthalpy H, is obtained horn
x’=(x) ‘a reference 4.
Figure 7.—
In order to include effect of added msss of fuel, the &lue of “
q, used in equation (A34) should be the-product ~,(l+fl.
~~f=&( T4- Td
32.2h (A46)
Figure 6.— where Fpis determined from reference 5.
APPENDIX c
METHOD FOR DETERMINING OPERATING LINES OF CONSTANT TI/T, AND CONSTANT iWC@& FOR MATCHED SET OF
TURBINE-PROPELLER-ENGINE COMPONENTS CONSISTING OF ONE TURBINE DRIVING ONLY COMPRESSOR
AND SECOND TURBINE DRIVING ONLY PROPELLER
The procedure for plotting lines of constant TJTI and
MC@~& for the gss-generator plot of ligu.re 13 (a) is ss
follows:
Equation (14), bssed on compressor power being equal to
the power of first turbine, can be converted to
(cl)
When T,/T, is eliminated between equations (12) and (Cl),
(1) A point on &ure 11 is selected at which the value of
TJTl is desired. The values of U./&, P,/P,, M=&/&, and
K comeapOnd& to the point are read on the @u.re.
(2) A vs@e of 17~U&,is chosen bssed on sizes of turbine
and compressor used; then, from tbe values of UJZ7k~ and
KC,&/(Ut,,/V,,~ is evaluated from equation (15). A prob-
able vrdueof PJp6 is assumed, and the value of&/(U& JVLx)
is used to read the vslues of q; 1, q~.l, and ULJVLl from
figure 12 (b).
(3). Equation (C2) is used to evaluate M=VL1/64.
(4) C!orrcspondingto the values ofMgVkJ& and ULJVL1,
the values of M=~~64, VLl/& and PJp6 are read on figure
12 (a). This value of P4/p6should be used to check the
valuea of q~and q;,1determined in step (2). If any appreci-
able differences in vshms of the efficiencies result, the re-
vised value of ~j,~is used in step (3).
(5) The value of T~Tl is now evaluated from equation
(12) .
In order to illustrate this method, the point is ‘picked on
figure 11 at which TdTl is to be evaluahd.
(1) The point is selected where U4X=1OO6 ft/aec,
P2/Pl=4.74, il&@&=O.060 slug/see, and K.=2.05.
(2) A value of UJULI=l.O is used for this enghe. When
UJU4, and K. are used in equation (15), a vslue of
dvz/(UU/VN)=2.02 is obtained. This value is used in
figure 12 (b), a value of P4/P6of 2.0 is assumed; and the fol-
lowing valuea are read: Ut ~/VLl=0.436, V&~=0.S36, and
&l=0.782.
(3) From equation (C2) and an aasumedvalue of r= O.06,
a value of MZVGJ84=338 ft/sec is calculated.
(4) When the values of MrVLJ& and UL1/V41are used in
figure 12 (a), the following values are read: v~,/$4=1136
ft/see, il&@/84=0.298 sh@ec, and P~p,=2.23. This
value of PJph dots not cause any appreciable change in
values of turbine efficiencies from those determined in step
(2) with an assumed value of PJp, of 2.0.
(5) The value of TJTI evaluated from equation (12) is
4.13.
In order to determine the total pressure at the turbine
outlet, the following approximation of the turbine total
eiliciency is made:
550hp,,,.
MJ.,+-(+9-I
so that
or . (U3)
On figure 12 (a), the value of the upper abscism V,,l/~~
is related to the value of the lower abscissa P~p~ according
to the equation
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Figure 12 (a) can si.mbrl ba applied to equation (C3) by
/using the value of qt,l/qt,l Vh Jfi on the upper abscissa
instead of Vt,I/#d and reading the value of PJp5 fikd of
P,/Pbon the lower abscissa.
The total-temperature ratio T6/T4is
1
‘6–1– 650hp,.1 :1 q;,l V:,l 1
T4– JcP,gTJbfE 2 84 JCP,Z519
(C4)
The maas-flow factor Mg&[& can now be obtained hwm
equation (13).
In order to illustrate the calculations involved:
(6) From the valuea of V,~~, q,~, and q~,l previously
<
V,, I ~~,1– 1100 ft/sec.
determined,
~ T’t,l
Corresponding to this
value, P#6=2. 10 isobtained.
(7) I?rom equation (C4), a value of T,/T, of 0.859 is ob-
tained when a value of CP,~=8.9 Btu/(slug) (W) is aswmed.
(8) Finally, from equation (13) a value of iU.~6/3,=
0.581 is determined.
APPENDIX D
METHOD FOR DETERMINING EXHAUST-NOZZLE AREA OF MATCHED SET OF TURBINE-PROPELLER-ENGINE COMPONENTS
CONSISTING OF ONE TURBINE DHG ONLY COMPRESSOR AND SECOND TURBINE DRIVING ONLY PROPELLER
Useful equations for determining the valuE&of several pa-
mmetem needed in @is method are as follows:
From the definition of effective exhaust-nozzle area,
where PSis the stagnation density at the second-turbine outi
let and T6,the total temperature at the outlet of the second ~
turbine. Thus,
M ~g
, ti=%)g(%)tiz’’,g[l-(f)%l~ a)
Equation @la) is used until the critical pressure ratio is
reached. The value of il@@l& ~emahs mnstint there-
aftcr, as po/P6becomes less than the critical pressure ratio.
The mass-flow-per-unit-area factor for critical flow is
Also, from energy considerations,
from which
T6–~_ 7L2 viJ2
T,– ()!2JcP,Z619 ~
.
(D2)
The procedure for detemiuing the exhaust-nozzle area is
as follows:
(1) For a given operating point, all conditions in the engine
up to and including those at the second turbine are obtained
by the method described in appendix C.
(2) For a given Me@,/&, there can be a range of U42/VA2
ovor which the second turbine can operate. At any U~JVk 2,
the vcdue of PJp6 em be obtained &m figure 14 (a), and
~ ~ and ~,z, from figure 14 (b).
(3) The total-pressure ratio P,/P, is found by a method
similar to that described in appendix C. From the value of
PJp6, the corresponding VLJ&5 is obtained on figure 14 (a);
@
@br~ is then calculated and used to evaluate PJPO.T1,2
(4) The pre9sure ratio
%=(:) (:)(~) (:) ’evdu-
ated, where PJpo is a function of flight Mach number and
pressure loss in inlet duct (see equation (A.12)).
(5) With suiiable values for y. and c%., the value of P,/p,
is used b calculate MgJ@An66 from equation (Dla); equa-
tion @lb) is used to calculate Mg~JAJ6 if flow through
the exhaust nozzle is choked.
(6) The values of ~,, and VLJX and an appropriate “
value of Cn~are used in equation (D2) to evaluate T5/Te.
(7) The value of An is then calculated from the identity
.
This method will be illustrated for the same operating
point used in the illustration of appendix C:
(1) Some of the conditions wmmspond.ing to the given
point of operation are o./&= 1006 ftlsec, P2/Pl=4.74,
P@b=2.10, and M.&/65=0.581 s]ug/sec.
(2) From the value of M.~0#, and a chosen value of 0.5
for ULa/V,~,the corresponding PJp6= 1.91 is obtained on
figure 14 (a). . Then from figure 14 (b) q,2=0.850 and
7;,2=0.796.
(3) Corrapondhg i%p~jps= 1.91, V~2/@b=1032 ftjsec is
r
VI 2 Q equ~ ~read on figure 14 (a). The parameter -
~, nt,2
1000 ft/sec is evaluated, and the corresponding P~P8 of 1.83
is read on iigure 14 (a).
(4) The pressure ratio PJpo at a value of ~=0.10 and
inlet pressure loss APJP,=O.03 is 1.356 by equation (A12).
Thus, P6/pO=1.589 is evaluated from the values of PJP6,
P6/P,, P~Pl, and PJpO.
(5) From equation @la), values” of 7==1.35 and R. of
1720 ft-lb/(slug) (“F), and the value of P6/p0previously
determined, M~&/AJ6= 1.484 (slug/see)/sq ft is evaluated.
(6) The temperature ratio To/T,=0.877 is obtained from
vL2/w6j d,,, and a value of C%C=8.6 Btu/(slug) ~F) in
equation (D2).
(7) The value of the effective exhaustaozzle area obtained
by use of the identi@- given in step (7) is Aa=O.67 sq fk
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